AP® PSYCHOLOGY
2013 SCORING GUIDELINES
Question 2
General Considerations
1. Answers must be presented in sentences, and sentences must be cogent enough for the student’s
meaning to come through. Spelling and grammatical mistakes do not reduce a student’s score, but
spelling must be close enough so that the reader is convinced of the word.
2. Do not score students’ notes made on the question section of the booklet. Score only what has
been written in the blanks provided in the booklet.
3. Within a point, a student will not be penalized for misinformation unless it directly contradicts
correct information that would otherwise have scored a point.
4. A student can score points only if the student clearly conveys what part of the question is being
answered. For example, it is possible to infer the part of the question being answered if it is
consistent with the order of the question.
5. Examples provided for each of the followings point are not to be considered exhaustive.
Part A
Point 1: What is the operational definition of the dependent variable?
To earn this point the student must identify the operational definition as the speed or time in which
participants recall definitions or vocabulary words or both. If a student refers to other variables or aspects
of the study, the student must differentiate the dependent variable.
Note:
Reference to “speed and accuracy” will score, but “accuracy” alone will not.
Example:
Do not score “Recall test,” “test scores,” or “results” alone.
Point 2: Explain how the ethical flaw in the study can be corrected.
To earn this point the student must provide a correction to the release of participants’ names. This
correction can address future studies OR refer to correcting the mistake already made.
Examples:
Score “The researcher should provide a participant’s data individually to each person.”
Score “The researcher must obtain permission to release the participant’s name and score.”
Score “The researcher can’t provide participants’ names and scores to all participants.”
Point 3: Explain how the research design flaw in the study can be corrected.
Since the independent variable (type of practice) varies with the age group of the participants, the student
must discuss some mechanism to equalize these groups. To do this, students must:
A. state or describe making the ages of the groups the same, OR
B. name or describe random assignment, OR
C. make the study technique a within-subjects (repeated measures) variable
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Question 2 (continued)
Note:
Random sampling (random selection) does not score unless it occurs along with a clear description
of random assignment.
Examples:
Score “The researcher should use random assignment.”
Score “The researcher should control for age.”
Score “The researcher should only include people under 25 in his study.”
Score “Subjects in both age groups should use both massed and distributed study methods to learn
the vocabulary.”
Point 4: In a well-designed study, what does it mean to say there is a statistically significant
difference between groups?
To earn this point the student must explain that the difference between groups is less likely due, OR not
due, to chance OR is more likely due to the manipulation of the independent variable.
Examples:
Do not score “very different,” “strong effect,” or “important”
Do not score “The difference between groups is due to manipulation of the IV.”
Do not score p <.05, generalizability, or rejection of the null hypothesis without some additional
reference to probability or chance
Part B
Responses must address age group (not only individual) differences.
Point 5: Fluid intelligence
To earn this point the student must explain that older people have less fluid intelligence, or perform worse
on the task in the context of fluid intelligence, which would affect the results of this study OR that younger
people have more fluid intelligence, or perform better on the task in the context of fluid intelligence, which
would affect the results of the study.
Point 6: Circadian rhythm
To earn this point the student must explain that the age differences in circadian rhythms would lead to a
difference in task performance of the two groups. The age group, time of day, AND the effect on the results
of the study must be addressed.
The student may argue that older/younger participants are at a disadvantage because of the late study
time OR that younger/older participants have an advantage because of the early testing time.
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Question 2
Overview
This question assessed students’ ability to analyze characteristics of research design and apply specific
psychological concepts to the scenario.
Part A required students to provide the precise operational definition of the dependent variable as described
in the question. The question also assessed the students’ understanding of ethics and research design by
asking them to correct the flaws that are embedded in the question. The question also assessed how well
students comprehend statistical significance and its relationship to differences between groups.
Part B asked students to explain two psychological concepts and how they affect the results of the study.
Students were asked to explain the relationship between age and fluid intelligence and how this impacts the
results of the study. This question also assessed how well students understand the connection between age
differences in circadian rhythms and the resulting influence on participants’ recall of vocabulary definitions.
Sample: 2A
Score: 6
Point 1 was awarded because the essay refers to time (“quickly”) in which participants recall definitions.
Point 2 was earned because the essay provides a method to correct the ethical flaw, namely that the
researchers should “not [provide] a list of names and test scores.” Point 3 was merited because the essay
correctly explained that random assignment would equalize groups and correct the research design flaw.
Point 4 was earned because the response explains that “statistically significant difference between groups
means that the difference between the groups can be attributed to the independent variable and can not
[sic] be explained by chance alone.” Point 5 was awarded because the essay explains that fluid
intelligence decreases with age and “older participants would be at a disadvantage in processing novel
information.” Point 6 was earned because the response provides the age group (“older individuals”), the
time of day (“8:30 P.M.”), and the effect on the results of the study (“affected negatively”).
Sample: 2B
Score: 4
The response identifies the operational definition as “the speed at which participants are able to define
vocabulary terms” and earned Point 1. Point 2 was earned because the essay correctly identifies an
appropriate method for addressing the ethical flaw: “only recieving [sic] your test results as opposed to
recieving [sic] everyone’s” would correct this breach in confidentiality. Point 3 was earned because the
response equalizes the groups by “making the participants in group B the same age as in group A.” Point 4
was not earned because the essay incorrectly describes a statistically significant difference between groups.
Point 5 was earned because the response describes fluid intelligence as decreasing with age and that the
scores from the older participant group scores would be negatively affected by this difference. Point 6 was
not earned because the essay does not address the age differences in circadian rhythms and how this would
impact task performance.
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Sample: 2C
Score: 1
Point 1 was not earned because the response incorrectly identifies the operational definition. Point 2 was
not earned because the essay incorrectly identifies debriefing as the ethical flaw in the study. Point 3 was
earned because the response provides a correction that equalizes the age of the two groups (“The
experiment should test either 25 years and under or 60 years and over”). Point 4 was not awarded because
the essay does not correctly describe the meaning of statistical significance. The response does not
explain the link between age and fluid intelligence and the resulting impact on test performance and did
not earn point 5. Point 6 was not earned because the essay fails to link the age differences in circadian
rhythms of the groups to task performance.
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